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ANTSSYS TRADING SUITES
Introduction
ANTSSYS Limited is a developer of software designed to help traders in their analysis of market data and trend and to apply their 
personal trading strategies to assess risk so they can decide when they want to enter and exit a trade. The ANTS SuperGuppy 
Indicator Suite is a range of indicators developed by ANTSSYS which are based upon an evolution of the Guppy Multiple Moving 
Average or ‘GMMA’ trading system created by Daryl Guppy.

Users of the ANTS Suite have asked for an insight into any trading strategies they have used to trade successfully using the suite.  
This document is intended to share two such strategies in use today by traders who have been making profits using the ANTS Suite.  
The strategies outlined below are known as the “321” and “ETT”. These strategies are not ‘products’ of ANTSSYS and ANTSSYS 
does not charge a fee for them. They are being made available on the sole premise of a sharing of experience of strategies that have 
delivered positive results for other traders. No claim is made or implied concerning the results readers might experience should they 
decide to try out either or both of the strategies for themselves.

Disclaimer
Trading Forex, stocks, mutual funds, futures, and options involves high risk including possible loss of principal and other losses. 
Neither the software or trading strategies described in this document or any information provided relating to its operation or 
configuration should be construed as a recommendation or an offer to buy or sell securities or security derivative products of any 
kind.

Neither the products, product components or trading strategies covered in this document, ANTSSYS Limited, nor its employees 
and affiliates recommends any specific Forex, stocks, mutual funds, or futures, for purchase or sale, nor do they recommend any 
specific approach to investing or trading. ANTSSYS Limited is not a trading or investment advisory service nor a registered financial 
or investment advisor or broker/dealer.

No representation is being made that the methods, concepts, strategies, past history or market research presented in this document 
will guarantee profits in trading. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by historical systems testing, is no guarantee of future 
performance or success. Information presented by ANTSSYS Limited is from sources ANTSSYS believes are reliable. However, 
ANTSSYS has not independently verified such information.
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Concept
The ANTS SuperGuppy was developed for independent traders so the focus is not on grand market calls but on achievable and 
sustainable trading results. The methods in these trading suites harvest the market in the same way that ants survive – taking many 
small bites.  Market Wizard Mark Weinstein said he traded like a sparrow meaning that he took many small bites out of the trend. This 
is good for trading equities, but when trading with FX leverage its better risk management to take even smaller bites as the ants do. 

ANTS FOUNDATION CHART
The foundation of the ANTS system is the underlying Range Bars. These range relationships are the foundation for ANTS signals, 
SuperGuppy and an ATR signal that measures the average range  of the ANTS range. 

Range Bars take only price into consideration. For the chart display this means that time is not important. The time scale is directly 
related to the volatility of the price movements. Range Bar charts can have any number of bars during a trading session. If there is 
high volatility then there will be more bars on the chart. If there is low volatility, then there will be less bars on the chart.

SUPERGUPPY
When the SuperGuppy indicator is calculated, using the Range Bars as the starting point, there is a clearer understanding of trend 
strength and trend limits. Bubbles in the SuperGuppy are more easily identified and more reliably used to identify pull back and trend 
retracement opportunities. This lies at the heart of ANTS trading.

ANTS
The proprietary ANTS indicator algorithm provides a reliable entry and exit signal on these trend changes. The reliability is increased 
because only the significant price activity is used in the calculation. The Range Bars remove the market noise and ANTS identifies the 
clear trend change signals.

TRADERS ATR
When we apply an adjusted ATR calculation it uses the modified Range Bar price and time frame for the stop loss calculation. This 
results in a more reliable ATR signal because the range at the heart of the ATR calculation is more effectively defined.

The combination of Range Bars with the SuperGuppy and the ATR calculations is a conceptual breakthrough. The use of the ANTS 
entry and exit signals provides a practical application of the concept.
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ETT
Concept: 
The ETT trading strategy is designed to pick up broader market moves from an overbought/oversold (OBOS) condition back towards 
the median. The median trend is the base value of the SuperGuppy. Analysis is done using two charts. The first chart is a long term 
time frame and the second a shorter term time frame. The long term time frame gives   the overall market direction and defines the 
OBOS condition. Once   the OBOS condition is defined we turn to the shorter term time frame for the entry point. This starts with  
a good breakout condition in the Guppy’s  followed  by an ANTS entry signal. The longer term chart is used to manage the trade 
using the Traders ATR as our trailing stop loss. A close below this level gives us our exit condition. This system is designed to limit 
risk by putting traders on the correct side of the trade by identifying when price is most likely to rebound back towards the median 
and to manage the trade with a trailing stop loss to protect trading capital and profits. Depending on the platform an alert function is 
available. This is an audible alert, an email alert or an SMS alert. 

This is what a classic ETT trade looks like. A move towards OBOS with a fast reaction move back towards the median.
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There are two OBOS levels. When price hits Level 1 there is a high probability that price will develop a fast reaction move back 
towards the median. If price hits Level 2 there is an even higher probability that price will develop a fast reaction move back towards 
the median. At either of these levels it is a signal to look at the short term chart for our entry conditions.
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In addition to the OBOS levels, we get the highest probability of a fast reaction move reversal when we have the following Guppy 
patterns. The SuperGuppy is very well separated and has ballooned as price has moved towards the OBOS levels. The SlowGuppy is 
also very well separated. This increases the probability of a rapid return to the median.

This is an example of what we do not want to see. This SuperGuppy shows a solid trend that is well supported. There is a low 
probability that price will fast reaction move back to the median as in the previous example because this is a solid, stable trend. 

VERY WIDE SLOWGUPPY
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Once we have determined that we have a possible ETT trade we change to the short term chart. We are looking for signs of a trend 
change. This is the type of situation we are looking for where price is moving up through the SuperGuppy. The SlowGuppy has 
compressed and turned over. There is not necessarily much expansion in the SlowGuppy but it needs to be trending upwards. (The 
reverse applies is a rising trend where we are looking to go short.) As the SlowGuppy moves up we see continued compression in 
the SuperGuppy, and the SuperGuppy begins to turn over as price moves higher.

Once we see the turnover over of the SuperGuppy we are looking for this type of Guppy relationship to develop.

COMPRESSION IN SUPERGUPPY AS SLOWGUPPY 
MOVES THROUGH IT. SUPERGUPPY THEN STARTS 
TO TURN OVER ALSO.

COMPRESSION IN SLOWGUPPY, FOLLOWED BY 
SLOWGUPPY TURNING UPWARDS.
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We see compression in the SlowGuppy as it moves through the SuperGuppy followed by expansion as it exits the SuperGuppy. As 
price continues to move higher we see continued expansion in the SlowGuppy that is gradual and smooth. Spiking price points are a 
warning where as a smooth expansion of the SlowGuppy shows strong trend reversal support.

We look for the SuperGuppy to gradually turn over and follow the SlowGuppy upwards. We look for gradual expansion similar to the 
SlowGuppy. The transition should be smooth. After the SuperGuppy has turned over we look for continued separation as the trend 
reversal is confirmed.

COMPRESSION FOLLOWED BY 
EXPANSION IN THE SLOWGUPPY

FURTHER EXPANSION IN 
SLOWGUPPY + PUSHES 
THROUGH SUPERGUPPY AND 
CONTINUES UPWARDS
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This is not the situation we want to see on the short term chart. We do not want to see ballooning at the beginning of the trend 
change either in the SlowGuppy or the SuperGuppy as this is a sign that the change has a higher probability of being a short term 
momentum driven event rather than a sustainable trend change or fast reaction move retracement. Though the fast reaction move 
retracement shows a ballooned SuperGuppy on the long term chart we do not want to see this behaviour on the short term chart. 
The same theory applies to all time frames. A ballooned SuperGuppy increases the chances of price returning to the median. 

Once we have the correct Guppy confirmation we look for our entry ANTS signal. In this example as price has reached the lower 
OBOS levels on the long term chart we are looking to trade from the long side back up towards the median on the long term chart. 
Therefore we are looking for green ANTS to fire. Once we have them we enter the trend. We set the zone (MA Band) filter so that the 
ANTS will only appear within the trading zone on the short term chart. This trading zone is to ensure that we do not chase price. It 
reduces our entry risk. This is a key risk management feature. The ANTS signal only fires within the trading zone.

BALOONING IN THE SLOWGUPPY AND 
SUPERGUPPY EARLY SHOWS MOMENTUM 
DRIVEN PRICE ACTION RATHER THAN 
TREND CHANGE
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Once the trade has been entered we use the Traders ATR to manage the trade. This initially puts our entry stop at roughly 20 pips. 
Our aim with this trading strategy is to capture between 60 and 100 pips of movement, putting out risk/reward ratio at 3:1 or for even 
dollar we risk we look for three dollars in return. If there is a close below the Traders ATR line then the line  will change colour and we 
take our exit. This does sacrifice some profit at the end of the trade however it does keep us in the trade longer ensuring we get a 
solid return and maintain our risk/reward ratio. 

We apply an adjusted ATR calculation that uses the modified Range Bar price and time frame for the stop loss calculation. This results 
in a more reliable ATR signal because the range at the heart of the ATR calculation is more effectively defined.

The combination of Range Bars with the SuperGuppy and the ATR calculations is a conceptual breakthrough. The use of the ANTS 
entry and exit signals provides a practical application of the concept.

In this trade from entry to exit using the ETT system we would have picked up 72 pips.
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321
Concept:
The 321 strategy is designed to be the workhorse of the trading suite. This is not a longer term trading strategy designed to take 60 
to 100 pips like the ETT strategy. This strategy is designed to take 30 pips from trade and be done for the day. Throughout the day 
there are multiple trading opportunities that traders can take advantage of. The ANTS SuperGuppy Indicator Suite is designed to 
allow traders to successfully build trading capital and personal wealth. This does not happen over night. It is a job that takes time to 
acquire the wealth we all seek. Developing and applying strategies such as the 321 technique shared below is the ‘job’ of the trader.

The technique uses a three time frame confirmation system along with the ANTS as our entry point. The ANTS are key to the success 
of the system. First we start off with the long term chart. This gives us the overall trend of the market and we want to trade in the 
direction of this chart regardless of how good counter trend trading opportunity might look. We are looking for 30 pips and this is 
achieved safer and easier by trading in the direction of the overall market.

Next we have a medium term chart. This shows us the medium trend direction. Before we can move onto the entry chart, the medium 
term chart needs to be moving in the same direction as the overall or longer term chart. This confirmation increases the probability 
that we are getting into a sustainable short term trend movement.

The short term chart is our entry chart. When we have confirmation on trend direction on the longer term and medium term charts we 
look for the classic Guppy relationships in the short term chart that are moving in the same direction as the previous two charts. Once 
we have the same direction on all three charts, plus ANTS firing in the same direction we can confidently take a position. We use a 
Traders ATR as our entry stop loss. If the entry was incorrect this limits our risk. The Traders ATR is not used as an exit point for profit. 
In this case it is not a trailing take profit point. In the 321 strategy we have a 30 pip take profit point. If price reaches over 20 pips and 
fails we exit the trade at 10 pips of profit. We do not let the trade move into a loss. Better to take 10 pips than watch the trade lose 
money. 

This system is designed to be the staple of the trading suit. It can be applied to both the FX market and index futures. We look to 
take 500-600 pips a month. With an average of 20 trading days in a month this is achieved by taking 30 pips a day. This is how 
traders grow wealth, not with making one large trade, but by taking small ant sized bites and regularly adding to your trading capital. 

Depending on the platform an alert function is available. This is an audible alert, an email alert or an SMS alert. 

This is the base set up for the 321 strategy. We have three separate charts and this is the type of trend behaviour we are most likely 
to see when trading this system.
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In the top position we have the long term chart, in the middle the medium term and chart and at the bottom the short term chart. 
We look for the overall trend direction of the market in the long term chart. This is then confirmed with same trend direction in the 
medium term chart, followed by trend direction confirmation and ANTS fire on the short term chart.
 

Looking more closely at the long term chart we can see the overall trend direction is down. This is shown by the way price has 
dragged the SlowGuppy downwards and the SuperGuppy has followed. We can see the beginnings of separation in the SlowGuppy 
and SuperGuppy. This is the first confirmation of trend direction and tells us we are likely to see downwards movement. Though this 
is at the start of a longer term trend charge on the long term chart, we can also trade this system mid-trend on the long term chart. In 
fact this system is more accurate trading mid-trend on the long term chart, but we can also trade the initial movement of an overall 
trend change as shown in this example. 
 

EXPANSION IN SUPERGUPPY AND 
SLOWGUPPY MOVING AVERAGES
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On the medium term chart we have a classic Guppy breakout signal. The SlowGuppy on the medium chart has pushed through the 
compressed SuperGuppy and begun to separate widely showing good support for this medium term trend change. We can see the 
direction of the trend matches that of the long term chart. This is our second confirmation of trend direction.
 

On the short term chart we again can see the classic Guppy breakout signal. The pattern is repeated across all the charts and this 
adds to the strength of the movement. Price is again moving in the same direction with the SlowGuppy trending downwards and 
slowly separating while the SuperGuppy has turned over and is also trending downwards. This is the third confirmation of trend 
direction.

EXPANSION OF SLOWGUPPY IN 
DOWNWARD DIRECTION

TURNOVER AND EXPANSION OF 
SLOWGUPPY AND SUPERGUPPY
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Once we have confirmation of trend direction across all three charts we look for the Ants firing in the direction of the trend. In this 
case we are looking for red firing ANTS. Once we get these we know we are able to make our entry. Again we enter when the 
ANTS are within the trading range to prevent us from chasing price and getting and entry with reduced entry risk. This is a key risk 
management feature. The ANTS signal only fires within the trading zone. 

The Traders ATR on the medium term chart acts as our entry stop. This is not a trailing take profit point. The 321 strategy uses a 
30 pip take profit measure. It was determined after extensive testing that having a take profit value provided a better profit factor 
and risk/reward ratio than using the Traders ATR as a trailing take profit point. Using the Traders ATR as an entry stop loss measure 
however, limited entry risk. Additionally more conservative traders can wait to enter a trade until price has dropped below the Traders 
ATR as shown in the example.
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Using the 321 strategy allows traders to successfully manage cash flow and building personal wealth. This is what this trade looked 
like on each of the three charts timeframes. 
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